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Name: Moore, Thomas 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1001 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Brown, Stephen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:56:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1002 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Freitas, Frank 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:56:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1003 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Halbritter, Kim 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual



Received: Nov,07,2011 19:56:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1004 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kidd, Tim 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1005 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Herrmann, Anita 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1006 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Carrasco, Marta 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: The oyster grower's use of Drakes Estero should end as agreed, in 2012. They have had plenty of time to adjust and there is no



logical or ethical reason to allow them to continue to operate another 10 years. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1007 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: McVey, Kelly 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1008 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hoffman, Tonya 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1009 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Green Nylen, Nell 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1010 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mulholland, Christine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1011 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Merrin, James and Theresa 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1012 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Allen, Diann 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1013 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cohee, Padraic 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1014 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: tsui, kevin 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1015 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Greenspan, Burt 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1016 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Johnston, Matthew 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1017 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hyde-Wang, Candace 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1018 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wiener, Liz 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1019 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: bissonnette, rooni 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1020 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ekstrand, Maria 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1021 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Williams, Rose 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1022 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mussen, Kay 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:31
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

Our coastlines and oceans are the lungs of the earth. Please help to protect this vital resource. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1023 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Assalit, Florence 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:31
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1024 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Vest, Lori And George 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:31
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1025 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mccandless, Susan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:35
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1026 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Montgomery, Patty And Bruce 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1027 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Watkins, Dale 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1028 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Harris, Jessica 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1029 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mejia, Marianna & Fred 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1030 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Vas, Louis 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1031 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Ward, Holly 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:41
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1032 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Jennings, Rita 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:41
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1033 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Carroll, Thomas 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:42
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1034 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mansfield, Claudia 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:42



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1035 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Robin, Lois 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:46
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1036 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mohler, Mark 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:46
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1037 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Vas Dias, Todd 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:51
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1038 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gold, Heather C. 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

Whether it's animal-vegetable-or-mineral, if it's NOT native, it doesn't belong there. The first sentence says it all...."protect...as 
long intended" ... The non-native oyster operation was never intended to be permanent. why it was allowed in the first place is 
another question ...but its continued presence there should be NON-NEGOTIABLE. Thank you for thinking of restoring this 
wonderful natural wilderness area. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1039 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cogswell, Carla 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:52
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1040 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Vo, Timothy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:52



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1041 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Walters, Patricia 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1042 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Usmani, Ozair 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1043 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cohen, Adam 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1044 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Duncan, Bruce 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to take action to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year. This has been long-

intended by Congress. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future 
generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish 
spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection, again as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's 
spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to 
commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1045 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Thomas, Karen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:57:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1046 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mabon, Noah 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1047 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Fraser, Jasmine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1048 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sweat, Don 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1049 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: burke, john 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1050 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Davidson, Michael 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1051 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Johnson, Loren 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1052 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: McNeill, Katherine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1053 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ansell, John 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1054 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Parrish, Joan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1055 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Watkins, Howard & Chris 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1056 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mclennan, Casey 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1057 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Shermer, Connie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1058 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hasson, Ed 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1059 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Thayer, Jeff 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1060 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Adam, Sondra 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1061 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Blair, Jenny 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1062 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Glickfeld, Sandy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to request that the National Park Service take every measure to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-

intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to 
enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It 
deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national 
parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these 
special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1063 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Morley, Norman 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

Enough of this nonsense pertaining to removing the safeguards that the public have fought for all these years. If any safeguards 
are to be removed, then let it be congress, the safeguards that protect them. They are systematically trying to destroy the 
wonders of the U.S.A., not some rag tag group of partisans in some far away country. Call them like they are, home grown 
terrorists. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1064 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ciceu, Rachelle 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:44
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1065 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hernandez, Natalie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:49
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1066 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Reinish, Jennie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:49
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1067 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cohen, Howard 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:55
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1068 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Pechler, Carol 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:55
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1069 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Martin, Suzanne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:55
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1070 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kajita, Grace 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:58:55
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1071 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Brenner, Carol 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1072 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Vanvalkenburg, Vicky 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1073 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cox, Lea 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1074 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Houston, Joyce 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1075 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Miller, Bryce 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1076 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ostrom, Gavin 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1077 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Tompkins, Ann 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

i am a resident of Sonoma County and greww up visiting these coasst lands. I plead with all who have decision-making piower 
to prevent commercialization of this area. People need jobs, I realize, but people also need protected wild areas, and open space 
for parks, and to share the earth with marine and other wildlife in a mutually beneficial way! 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1078 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sheriger, Martha 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:10
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1079 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cummings, William 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1080 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Parini, Christine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1081 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kendig, Vieva 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1082 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Deino, Megan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:21
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1083 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Massoli, Ron 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:21
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1084 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rothman, Diana 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1085 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ambaram, Nimisha 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1086 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Royer, Anabel 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:26



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1087 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Manuel, Lorena 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1088 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Van Valkenburgh, James 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:31
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1089 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Blount, Gilbert 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:31
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1090 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wyckoff, Sarah 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:35
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1091 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Barney, Shaun 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:35
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1092 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Seaton, Chris 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1093 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cohen, Myrna 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:37
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1094 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: McCarthy, Jack 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:42
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1095 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lyles, Cheryl 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1096 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hotz, Anne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1097 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rasmussen, Dianne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1098 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Keough, Katherine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1099 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Chilson, Andrew 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:54
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1100 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Carstens, Adrian 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1101 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Young, Judi 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 19:59:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1102 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sittinger, David 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1103 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Thielen, Joanne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1104 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Noyes, Lynn 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I enjoyed Mad Max as a movie, but I hate to see global destruction actually happening. I am writing to urge the National Park

Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's 
only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds 
stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As 
someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and 
succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1105 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Camhi, Gail 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I strongly urge NPS to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long intended. The American public deserves to have the 

West Coast's only marine wilderness guaranteed for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where
migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves high levels of protection as Congress has long 
intended. 

I happen to be a citizen who frequently enjoys our nation's national parks. Please do not undermine protection of Drakes Estero 
by succumbing to special interests intending to commercialize these places and cheat us all. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1106 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mirbach, Marissa 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1107 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gladstone, Jean 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1108 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Shilling, Alison 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1109 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: D'Souza, Gladwyn 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1110 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Zahller, Guy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1111 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Henning, Linda 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1112 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rutland, Mary 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:24
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1113 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Murphy, Denise 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:24
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1114 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lewis, Rena 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:30
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1115 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Corso, Bambi 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:30
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1116 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lytle, Joseph 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:35
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1117 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Booz, Martha 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:35
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

It is too bad for the oyster farm. It should give up and stop farming oysters in the Drakes Estero wilderness. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1118 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hermann, Darci 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:35
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1119 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bronson, Mary 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:35
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1120 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Kastigar, Lise 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1121 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Torre-Bueno, Ava 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1122 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lewis, Janis 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:40
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1123 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lundin, Lana 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:40



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1124 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Podell, Daniel 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:41
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1125 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lembeck, Helen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:42
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1126 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Connick, Cherie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:45
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1127 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Adams, Eileen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:45
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1128 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Vaughn-Dotta, Randy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:45
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1129 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kilcoyne, Mike 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:51
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1130 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gilbertson, David 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1131 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Haynes, Audrey 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1132 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Deland, Elizabeth 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:00:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1133 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Reeder, John 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1134 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Denny, Wendy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1135 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Green, John 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

Another attempt of developers to make billions and restrict this area to the very wealthy. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1136 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Miller, Richard 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1137 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Blumenthal, Morgan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1138 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Randolph, Peter 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1139 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Morikawa, Matthew 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1140 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: O'Brien, Beth 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1141 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Smith, Judith 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1142 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Atkinson, Allen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1143 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Dal Pino, Idajane 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:17
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1144 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ennals, John 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1145 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Resler, Debbie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1146 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lata, Robert 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1147 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Beaver, Robert 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1148 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cooper, Gabriel 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1149 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Chapin, Susan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:27
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1150 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kayan, Helmut 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:27
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1151 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Berlureau, Nicole 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:33
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1152 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Baron-Pulecio, Sergio 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:33
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1153 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Herman, Donna 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1154 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hoff, Marla 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:38



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1155 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Miller, Kayleene 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1156 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Durkin, Samuel 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1157 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Nelson, Gregory 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1158 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Fields, Betsy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1159 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Van Deventer, Joshua 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1160 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Blain, Richard 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1161 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Larsen, M Anne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Our children and grandchildren deserve to have a truly undeveloped area. Drakes Estero is fragile and special. Don't let 

commercial interests destroy it. 

Please protect it. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1162 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Evans, Douglas 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I have spent a great deal of time at Pt. Reyes and remember it even before it became a national seashore. It is one of my favorite 
places. We need these wild places even more today than we have before. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1163 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Milliken, Elizabeth 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:49
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1164 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hernandez, Jesus 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1165 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Clark, Malcolm 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:54
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1166 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wallis, Jean 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:54
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1167 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Grover, Trudy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:54
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1168 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lockner, Jan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1169 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Nielsen, Richard and Phyllis 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:59
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1170 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Judson, Barbara 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:59
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1171 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Won, Alex 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:59
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1172 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Young, Charlie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:59
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1173 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rogers, Norma 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:01:59
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1174 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Barnett, Michael 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:04
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1175 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Signer, Deborah 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:04
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1176 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Moore, Amy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

Wouldn't it be so wonderful to have a pristine area with nothing but beauty and nature and no, not even one, commercial fishing 
operation! Just imagine!! 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1177 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hergerather, Samuel 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1178 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mc Clure, Don 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1179 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Signer, Deborah 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1180 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Spangler, Steve 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1181 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Tolbert, Tim 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:10
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1182 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Green, Rachel 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1183 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Osborn, Wren 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. It is important to preserve this 

wilderness for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals 
give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our 
nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests 
seeking to commercialize this special place. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1184 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Signer, Deborah 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1185 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Swift, Allen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1186 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Janes, Matthew 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1187 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Andarmani, Kristine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:20
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I strongly urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public 

deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare 
wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

Thank you. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1188 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Thomas, Robert 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:20
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1189 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Fergoda, Carolyn 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1190 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ruby, Jacki 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1191 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Knecht, Thomas 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:30
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1192 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Zoline, Abigail 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:30
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1193 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Raines, David 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:35
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1194 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: MacRaith, Bonnie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:36



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Please return the Drakes Estero to a wild play we can all enjoy! 

I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1195 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Aurelio, Roxanne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:41
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1196 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: McLaurin, John 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:41
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1197 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Chase, Mary 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:41



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness! 

The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. 

Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. 

It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. 

I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these 
special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1198 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Drew, Jane 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:46
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1199 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Schweppe, Carol 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:46
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1200 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lawrence, Jacqueline 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:51
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1201 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bonfield, Tim 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1202 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Goldsmith, Gary 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1203 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: thomas, tim 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual



Received: Nov,07,2011 20:02:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1204 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Calahan, Mike 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1205 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Taylor, Sandra 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1206 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Clark, Linda 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 



public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1207 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Romera, Amy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1208 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lindsay, Jason 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1209 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Adam, John 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1210 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mclean, Marilee 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1211 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wasserman, David 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1212 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Steege, Paul 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1213 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hazelhofer, Galen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:29
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1214 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gilbert, Camille 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:29
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1215 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Thomas, Lorin 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:29
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1216 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: McGreal, Patrick 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I have lived on the California coast for over 55 years and have seen many places of beauty destroyed by development and 

tourism. For that reason, I join in urging the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-
intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to 
enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It 
deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national 
parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these 
special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1217 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Marxman, Gerald 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:33
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1218 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Neifing, Catherine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:33
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 



as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1219 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Macias, Steve 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:33
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1220 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Myers, Deborah 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1221 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Firmin, Robert 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1222 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Penacho, Andrew & Yodel 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:44
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1223 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wells, Jeff 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:44
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1224 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Stevens, Kristie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:44
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1225 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sieving, Ted 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:49
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1226 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Burns, Thomas 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:49
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1227 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bradford, Gloria 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1228 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Blakemore, Richard 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:55
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1229 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Delgado, John F 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:55
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks and frequent visitor, I 
urge you to not undermine the protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these 
special places. Let's keep the only West Coast Marine Widerness the way Nature intended it to be. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1230 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Phillips, Sharon 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I am a California native and have long and dearly loved our coastline; and as a US citizen and lover of wildlife, I highly value 
wildlife refuges, wetlands and all things that have not been contaminated and destroyed. PLEASE SELECT ALTERNATIVE 
"A" 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1231 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Link, David & Susan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

WE VISIT POINT REYES OFTEN EACH YEAR AND LOVE FINDING AN AREA SO CLOSE TO THE CROWDED BAY 
AREA, AND YET SO FAR REMOVED FROM THAT SAME URBAN ENCROACHMENT. PLEASE PROTECT DRAKES 
ESTERO IN PERPETUITY SO THAT ALL IN THE FUTURE MAY ALSO ENJOY WHAT WE NOW APPEAR TO TAKE 
FOR GRANTED. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1232 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Warth, Michael 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:03:59
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1233 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Nitti, Linda 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1234 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Barnes, Erik 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1235 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Vargas, Marion 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1236 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Litzinger, Roseanne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandates to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environment review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds, and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Sincerely, Roseanne Litzinger PO Box 384 Seal Beach, CA 90740-0384 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1237 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cooper-Kelley, Penelope 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1238 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Oconnor, Willa 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1239 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Manahan, Mark 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1240 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Smith, David 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1241 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Haywood, Timothy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:20
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1242 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Pogue, Joyce 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1243 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hilgers, Laura 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:31
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1244 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Vega, Paula 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1245 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Fife, Priscilla 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:37
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1246 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Stevens, Eric 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:37
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1247 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Couch, Jack 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:37
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1248 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sefton, John 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:41
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1249 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Burden, Sonja 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:42
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1250 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Murrieta, Sara 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:42
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1251 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hermann, Larry 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1252 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rae, Judie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

Pt. Reyes is one of our favorite spots on earth; please protect this treasure for generations to come. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1253 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Heidebrecht, Suzanne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:52
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

Please help us to preserve what little we have left. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1254 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wettstein, Dan & Judy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. The 
oyster company has had plenty of time to figure out how to operate and now the time has come to discontinue operations. Try 
finding out about the Chesapeake oyster beds......they are not disruptive and making a comeback. Sincerely J. Wettstein 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1255 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Fershtman, Carolyn 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1256 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: agahi, zhila 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1257 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Fink, Christine V. 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1258 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lawson-Burr, Janet 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:04:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

Oysters are a luxury food source. We don't need to grow them here. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1259 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Fowler, Gregory 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:05:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1260 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Walker, Steve 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:05:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1261 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lawson-Burr, Janet 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:05:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

Oysters are a luxury food source. We don't need to grow them here. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1262 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Burcin, Susanne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:05:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1263 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Balingit, Albert 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:05:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1264 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Carraway, Kermit 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:05:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1265 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hazucha, Robert 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:05:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1266 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Williams, Barbara 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:05:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1267 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Moffatt, Gordon 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:05:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1268 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gaus, Donna 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:05:17
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1269 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Norton, Kristen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:05:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: The commercial oyster operation in Point Reyes National Seashore should not be allowed to continue operation after its 

permission to operate until 2012 runs out. 

I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. 

As someone who enjoys-- and supports through donations-- our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine 
protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 



public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Correspondence: I urge the NPS to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West 

Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating 
birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As 
someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and 
succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1289 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Darovic, Elizabeth 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1290 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Halpern, Alicia 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:06
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1291 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lukehart, Tracy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:06
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1292 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Agbayani, Jesse & Ann 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:06
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1293 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Herman, Jeff 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1294 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Dilallo, Jeffrey 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1295 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kohnen, Michael 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1296 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hellman, Elliott 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1297 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hausheer, Rebecca 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1298 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Howard, Kelly 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1299 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Leavell, Geoff 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:27
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1300 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Zerzan, Paula 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1301 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Adams, Alexis 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:37
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1302 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lang, Johanna 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:37
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1303 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Farber, Joyce R. 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1304 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Garcia, Deisha 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1305 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lubic, Ellen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1306 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Richey, Carol 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:42
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1307 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Weinstein, Burton 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1308 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wong, Shirley 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1309 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Maxwell, Eric 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:52
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1310 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Bettinger, Nancy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1311 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Saltiel, Craig & Elaine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:06:59
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1312 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Justin, Billie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:07:04
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1313 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kessman, Dan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:07:04



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1314 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Church, Terry 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:07:04
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1315 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Schwartz, Eric 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:07:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1316 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Dowling, Thomas 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:07:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1317 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Nemirow, David 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:07:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1318 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Fishtein, Patricia 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:07:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1319 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cofrancesco, Paul 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:07:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Please protect this wilderness park. 

I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1320 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kenyon, Allison 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:07:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

Drakes Estero is one of my favorite places and it is very important to me that it remain protected at the highest level. 

Thank you. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1321 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Leeder, Cynthia 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:07:20
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1322 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Varanasi, Vandana & Aanand 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:07:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form



Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1323 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Chainey, Janice 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.We've 
endured enough spoiling of our beautiful lands thru commercial enterprises, And yes, Oystering may provide a few local jobs. 
And I really do enjoy oysters, especially with beer. But there must be ways to separate "farming" of seafood from our nationally 
protected wilderness reserves. PROTECT, PLEASE11111 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1324 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Berman, Elena 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:07:30
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1325 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hemp, Michael 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:07:41
Correspondence Type: Web Form



Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1326 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Penner, Craig 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:07:41
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1327 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Matusow, Steve 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:07:46
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1328 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Blackmon, Billy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:07:51
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 



protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1329 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Swenning, Christine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:07:51
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1330 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Orth, Julie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:07:55
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1331 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: sanders, mary 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:07:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1332 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hale, Ernest 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:07:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1333 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Pavlin, Jasmina 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:08:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1334 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Heidt, Lin 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:08:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1335 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mayfield, Larry 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:08:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1336 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Clarke, Kathleen & James 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:08:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1337 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Maeschen, Stanley 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:08:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1338 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Burns, Kathryn 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:08:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1339 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mieras, Dean 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:08:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1340 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bueno, Oliver 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:08:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1341 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Dudek, Stanley 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:08:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1342 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Alpern, Robert 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:08:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1343 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kalameja, Deborah 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:08:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1344 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ostic, Cindy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:08:44
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1345 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rachmuth, Marc 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:08:49
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves 

to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge 
where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress 
long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at 
Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1346 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Seeley, John 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:08:49
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1347 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Morris, Alexis 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:08:55
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to STRONGLY urge the National Park Service to FULLY PROTECT Drakes Estero wilderness next year as WAS 

LONG-INTENDED. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future 
generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish 
spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular 
national parks, I urge you to PLEASE NOT UNDERMINE protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests 
seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1348 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wright, Cindy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:09:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1349 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Larvey, Peggy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:09:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1350 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Nelson, Paul 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:09:21
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1351 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Krausz, Lisa 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I am a resident of Marin County, and I have enjoyed the oysters from the private company that has operated on National Park 
Service land for many years. However, I am also keenly aware of the precedent that would be set if this company is allowed to
continue operating on National Park Service land. We can not afford to make exceptions to these critical policies that protect 
wildlife and this beautiful land. The National Park Service has faced horrendous battles in the past. Making an exception here
will lead to future difficult battles. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1352 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hilton, Joann 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:09:21
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

Please keep our California marine areas free from commercialism. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1353 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Flitcraft, John 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:09:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1354 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ortiz, Matthew 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:09:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1355 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Fox-Kump, Margaret 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:09:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1356 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Michaelson, Jeannine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:09:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1357 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hunt, Myphon 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:09:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1358 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Stuart, Marla 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:09:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1359 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rodriguez, Richard & Cheryl 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:09:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1360 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Nelson, Norman 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:09:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1361 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kahn, Jeff 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:09:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1362 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Schottlaender, Brian & Sherri 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:09:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1363 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Leedham, Diane 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:09:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

We need to do what is right for the earth. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1364 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Swanson, Susan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:09:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1365 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Wang, Kevin 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:09:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1366 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Jackson, Ann 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1367 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lee, Waidy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1368 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bentley, Marcia 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:05



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1369 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Smith, Judy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: PLEASE READ WITH YOUR HEART... 

I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

SIMPLY, YOU MUST ACT NOW! THANK YOU. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1370 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ambrose, Melissa 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:10
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1371 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kerchevall, Charlene 



Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:10
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1372 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hardyrmon, Cathy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:10
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1373 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Richerson, Ethan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:10
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1374 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Parker, Anna 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form



Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1375 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bugely, Faith 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1376 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Randle, Rebeca 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1377 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Roll, Patrice 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:21
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 



protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1378 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Massa, Alison 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1379 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Leong, Sue 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I know it,s difficult for the oyster company but what were they thinking as the end of the leash approached? I wish they had put 
as much energy into an alternative plan as they,re putting into fighting the original contract. Please stand firm so that the original 
contract is honored. I live in Marin and love Pt. Reyes National Seashore, go there often. 

Thank you. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1380 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Primrose, Chris 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:27



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1381 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gleason, Mindy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1382 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Welch, Kathy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1383 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Thompson, Sarah 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:37
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1384 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Muse, Charlotte 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1385 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hitt, Daniel 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1386 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Green, Kelly 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1387 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Peard, Christine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. Can you 
say "eco-system"? 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1388 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Strano, James 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1389 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lowe, Carol 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. We need 
to save these places for future generations; once they are gone, there is no way to get them back. Please do your best to protect 
this wilderness, as these places are gems that need our protection. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1390 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Tonsberg, Barbara 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:52
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1391 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hagmeier, Clarence 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1392 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Fernandez, Terry 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1393 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Coleman, Mary 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1394 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Farris, Judy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1395 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Davis, Robert 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:10:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1396 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Beyeler, Arturo 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1397 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Davidson, Ellen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1398 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Johanson, Arne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. Keep 
the origional agreement! No delays. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1399 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Brown, Joanne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. As a resident of a 

California coastal area, I know the beauty of our priceless coastline. Protection of wild coastal California is imperative. Please 
give immediate protection to Drakes Estero by ending oyster factories and all further disruptive development in this area. Make 
this a wilderness area now. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1400 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Parenti, Michael 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1401 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Beyeler, Arturo 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 



commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1402 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lyon, Anne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1403 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bowman, Molly 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:20
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1404 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Swan, Carole 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:20
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1405 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Richmond, Lonna 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:20
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1406 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Moss, Steven 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop ovxjer, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1407 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wong, Eugene 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1408 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Chadwick, Harold & Lydia 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1409 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Parkinson, Robert 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: INational Park Service should protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves to 

have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge 
where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress 
long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at 
Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1410 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Powell, Regina 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:37
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1411 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Simmons, Maggie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:37



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1412 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gehrich, Jennifer 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:42
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1413 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Torres, Tatiana 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:42
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1414 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Dodd, Margaret 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:42
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I know this area personally and it is truly a natural treasure. Please do not spoil it. It will never recover. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1415 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Thomas, Katrina 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1416 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Trublood, Debbie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1417 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gray, Jennifer 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1418 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Tallent, Elizabeth 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1419 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Vickery, Katherine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:11:52
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1420 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bickel, Shirley 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:26:29
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1421 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Collins, Geraldine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:26:29
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1422 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Burtnett, James 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:26:30
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1423 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Stallone, John 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:26:40
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1424 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Tucker, Chris 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:26:45
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1425 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Narducy, Suzanne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:26:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1426 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Riley, Kathryn 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:26:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1427 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Meckler, Deborah 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:26:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1428 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Blackwood, Barbara 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1429 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lovett, Jeanine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:06
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1430 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ruiz, Danielle 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:06
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1431 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Town, John 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1432 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Fenn, John and Donna 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1433 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sanford, William 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:17
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1434 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Easterday, Ryan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:17
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1435 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ballou, Elizabeth 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:17
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1436 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hawkins, Barbara 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1437 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: breaux, ellis 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:27
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1438 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ivey, Robert 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:27
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1439 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Laos, Juan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. There 
are few remaining habitats such as this one and while I empathize with the commercial interests, is this an appropriate use of our 
national parks?  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1440 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Levy, Jane 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1441 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Barr, Carol 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1442 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bushnell, Bill 



Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:33
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1443 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Nederlof, Peggy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:33
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1444 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Loge, Jeff 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:33
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1445 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sanford, William 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form



Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1446 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Singer, Scottie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1447 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Pennell, Joyce 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1448 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Easterling, Nancy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 



protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1449 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kelly, Alice 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1450 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mccall, Kira 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:54
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1451 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Petrillo, Diane 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:59
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1452 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Shadloo, Shiva 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:27:59
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1453 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Chynoweth, Iris 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:04
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1454 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Woodruff, Danah 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:04
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1455 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: cherry, karen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:04
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1456 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kaiwi, Jean 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1457 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Scalf, James 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1458 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wallace, Lori 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:10
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1459 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bailey, Michael 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1460 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Graf, Brett 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1461 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rippetoe, Robert 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1462 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Laird, Amy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1463 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wachter, Robert 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:20
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1464 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Robinson, Merrily 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:20
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1465 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Noordyk, James 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:20
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1466 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wildgrube, Lois 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1467 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Buckman, Trent 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1468 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Anthony, Elizabeth 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1469 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rogers, Gloria 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1470 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Primrose, Candace 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:31
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1471 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rocke, Janice 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1472 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rahimi, Niki 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1473 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gotvald, Mark 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:52



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1474 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gerde, Glee 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1475 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wigton, Raymond 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:55
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1476 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Varvas, Jason 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1477 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Spiers, Stephanie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1478 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Carlton, Barbara 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:28:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1479 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Loveday, George 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Having lived in the Bay Area most of my life I took the opportunity to explore and visit the Point Reyes Drakes Estero a number

of times. Great place. Personally I believe the place deserves total wilderness classification without any commercial businesses
at all! 



I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1480 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Marzich, John 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:29:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1481 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kayan, Helmut 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:29:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1482 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Anderson, Dawn 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:29:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 



public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1483 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bailey, Michael 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:29:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1484 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Brooms, Kermit 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:29:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1485 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Formoso, Jennifer 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:29:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1486 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Regnell, Janet 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:29:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1487 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Deck, Bill 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

The original time limit to 2012 seems even more reasonable now, as the marine resources have been so depleted by commercial 
operations 

in the recent years. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1488 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mckenna, Dale 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:29:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 



public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1489 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Woempner, Craig 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:29:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1490 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lines, Irene 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:29:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1491 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bailey, Elizabeth 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:29:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1492 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: ramirez, richard 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:29:29
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1493 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Calavas, Antoinette 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:29:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1494 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Perry, Sheila 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:29:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1495 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kark, Pieter 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:29:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1496 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Roehrig, Jim 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:29:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1497 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sittinger, Shaun 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:29:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1498 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wil, Rebecca 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:29:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1499 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: McPherson, Tracy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:29:40
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1500 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Zukas, Alex 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:29:51
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1501 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Donaldson, John 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: It was reasonable to give the oyster business some time after the new Wilderness designation, but next year is time to end the 

exemption, as scheduled. 

I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1502 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Glaston, Joseph 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:29:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1503 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hichwa, Diane and Bryant 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I, and many others, visit Pt Reyes regularly. I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero AS 

WILDERNESS next year as long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness 
protected for future generations to enjoy. Being a naturalist I am very aware that Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where 
spring and fall migrating birds stop over, harbor seals use it as a rookery for birthing, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest 
level of protection as Congress has long-intended. I am someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks. I urge you 
to NOT undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
The oyster growing operation was "for a time period" and that time period has ENDED. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1504 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Marder, Jeffrey 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:30:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1505 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Morris, Sylvia 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:30:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1506 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wohl, Elaine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:30:17
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1507 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mcintyre, Micah 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:30:17
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1508 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Knapp, Laura 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Please, Please, protect our beautiful planet, don't let corporate interests sabatoge what the people really want - a government free 

from corruption, and a government who makes ethical and moral decisions about the well-being of our planet so that future 
generations can enjoy it too. 

I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1509 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Coburn, Adam 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:30:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 



as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1510 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Allen, Veronica 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:30:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1511 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: riou, stephanie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:30:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1512 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Morgan-Hickey, Diana 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:30:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1513 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bostick, Carol 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:30:33
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1514 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Warner, Ollie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:30:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1515 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Castillo, Robert 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:30:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1516 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Knecht, Cheryl 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:30:44
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1517 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Seko, Miyuki 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:30:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1518 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lake, Zachary 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:30:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1519 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Buchholz, Bill And Janet 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year. 

Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the 
highest level of protection as Congress intended. As someone who enjoys hiking in the Point Reyes National Seashore area, I 
urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1520 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Abbott, Cindy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:31:04
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1521 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mcbath, John 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:31:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1522 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Mcnamara, Kevin 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:31:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1523 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rider, Dara 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:31:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1524 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Watwood, Alan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:31:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1525 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lambert, Sally 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:31:10



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1526 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Petty, Clint 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:31:10
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1527 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ellsworth, Ronald 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:31:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1528 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bertelsen, Judy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:31:21
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1529 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gillespie, Marleen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:31:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1530 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Brown, Ronald 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:31:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1531 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Heron, David 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:31:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1532 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Drobny, Edith 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:31:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1533 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Anderson, Kelly Lynn 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:31:37
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1534 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Church, Winnie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:31:42
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1535 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gladstone, Donald 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:31:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1536 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cody, William & Dannys 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:31:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1537 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gray, Ellen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:31:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1538 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rodney, Ray 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:31:52
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1539 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hoffman, Christine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:31:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1540 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Yusavage, Marianne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:31:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1541 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gipson, Raymond 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1542 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Vineberg, Kerry 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1543 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Schroll, Sylvia 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1544 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mowrey, Ken 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1545 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Benning, Caryl 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:20
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1546 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cost, Jennifer 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1547 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Voinea, Laura 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1548 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Harrison, Gwen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:31
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1549 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Peterson, Connie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:31
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1550 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Ellis, Frank & Sue-Anne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:37
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1551 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sheu, Jessica 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1552 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bondoc, Jose Ricardo 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:42
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1553 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Schindele, Paulette 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:42



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1554 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rivera, Clarice 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1555 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Appel, William 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1556 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wilson, Martha 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1557 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: MacLeod, Brian 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1558 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: dressler, darla 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1559 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ahearn, Adrian 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:54
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1560 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Eisman, Gregg 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1561 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Forester, Lynne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1562 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rose, Donna 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1563 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hayes, Joshua 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:32:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1564 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Tomczyszyn, Michael 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:04
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1565 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Churchill, Lindsey 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1566 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mitchell, Ruby 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1567 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Peter, Mario 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1568 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Morrison, Michael 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1569 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lewis, Evelyn 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1570 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Pope, Karen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1571 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Arroyo, Sergio 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:17
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1572 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Engel, Dara 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:21
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1573 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sharkey, Kevin 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:21
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1574 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Katter-Jackson, Lisa 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1575 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Chamberlin, Donna 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1576 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Moricca, Joan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1577 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ward, Colleen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:27
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1578 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Malik, Omar 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1579 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sellers, Jennifer 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1580 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hawkins, Paula 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:33
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1581 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Meeker, Jeanette 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:35



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1582 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Teran, Robert 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:37
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1583 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Zimmerman, Sue 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1584 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Walsh, Jay 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1585 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Adams, Scott 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1586 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Carvalho, Rhonda 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:44
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1587 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Livingston, Suzanne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1588 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bader, Carol 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:54
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1589 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Nadalin, Renee 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:59
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1590 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Crowley, Brooke 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:33:59
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1591 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Larson, Pat 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:34:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1592 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kreager, Anita 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:34:06
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1593 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gill, Mary 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:34:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1594 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Firebaugh, Bunny 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:34:17
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1595 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Westrum, Michelle 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:34:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1596 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Decroes, Marianne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. I walk 
in Point Reyes often and find it to be one of the most remarkable coastal areas anywhere in the world. Please extend the Park's 
protection to fully protect Drakes Estero. Thank you 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1597 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Blau, Jnan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:34:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1598 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Delehanty, Shawn 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:34:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1599 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Solomon, Wayne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:34:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1600 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Welling, Jeannette 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:34:45
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1601 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Stieber, Joanie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:34:45
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. You 
must save this coast line for us and future generations. Joanie Stieber 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1602 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Appleman, Todd 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:34:45
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 



commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1603 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Navis, Kelsey 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:34:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1604 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rausch, Margo 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:34:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1605 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cross, Peter & Melanie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1606 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Zwehl-Burke, Pamela 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. It's 
important that we keep promises and return thee special areas to promised protected status. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1607 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bailey, William 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1608 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Short, Marisa 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1609 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: morgan, emmy 



Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1610 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rogers, David 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1611 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sherwood, Noralee 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: This is important. This is critical I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as 

long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations
to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It
deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national 
parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these 
special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1612 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Marabeti, Mark 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:14



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1613 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ajay, Stephen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1614 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mccoll, Janet 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1615 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Burge, John 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1616 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Zechar, Corwin 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1617 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Harvey, Stephanie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:24
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1618 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Schramm, Beatrix 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:24
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1619 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bullock, Michael 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:30
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1620 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Moskowitz, Mark 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:30
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1621 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ross, Elizabeth 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:30
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1622 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Umana, Richard 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1623 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ring, James 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:35
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1624 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: McIntosh, Thane & Judy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:35
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1625 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Teevan, John 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:35
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1626 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Conard, Judy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:42
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1627 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gutierrez, Christina 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:42
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1628 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mcneal, Kelley 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1629 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Halverson, Cindy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1630 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Parsons, Patricia 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:54
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1631 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sonner, Keith 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:54
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1632 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Owens, Janet 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:35:54
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1633 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Owen, Debra 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1634 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Quiring, Daro 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1635 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hicks, Lacey 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1636 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rose, Julie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1637 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Glover, Robert 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:17
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1638 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Couture, Jacques 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:17
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1639 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Fray, Tom 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1640 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rieve, Theresa 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:22



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1641 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Schulz, Terry 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:27
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1642 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Menzel, Sandra 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:27
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1643 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Huck, Bob 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:33
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1644 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: King, Jaleila 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:33
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1645 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Scott, Michael 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1646 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mcbride, Laura 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:44
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1647 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Watkins, Stephen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:45
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1648 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ratzlaff, Karen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:49
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1649 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Brand, Timothy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:49
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1650 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Langlois, Cheri 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1651 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Curley, Steven 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I've enjoyed hiking at Point Reyes for over a decade now. It is a truly special place that deserves to stay that way. I urge you to 

not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 
Thank you. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1652 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cali, Marianne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:54
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1653 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lerman, Steven 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:59
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect beautiful Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The 

American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes 
Estero is a rare and wonderful wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It 
deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national 
parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these 
special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1654 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Stolaroff, Theresa 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:59
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1655 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Couillet, Danielle 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:36:59
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1656 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Connelly, Terry 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:04
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1657 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Balter, Jim 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1658 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Beach, Janet 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1659 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Addison, Sue 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1660 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Byers, Andrea 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:10
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1661 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Powers, Michele 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1662 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Strouss, Joel 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1663 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Tasker, Mike 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1664 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Goldman, Harvey 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1665 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Ross, Darlene 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:20
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1666 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: White, Jessica 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:21
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1667 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Zagula, Linda 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1668 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mcmahon, Joe 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:26



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1669 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Juchert, Wally 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1670 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Academia, Michael 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1671 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Dale, Susan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1672 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rosa, Myra 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:41
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1673 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Andrews, Judy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:42
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. It's not 
the time to SUPPORT MORE GREED! Let this place be wild once again! Show some backbone for our Parks. Thank You. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1674 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hansen, Jan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1675 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ashman, Charles 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1676 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Vander Wahl, Kevan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:52
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1677 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Silkey, Ulrike 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:52
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1678 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Spitzer, Lee 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1679 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ritscher, Lee 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:37:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1680 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Newell, Bill 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1681 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Spring, Karolyn 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: As a lover of the outdoors, I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-

intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to 
enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It 
deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national 
parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these 
special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1682 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bacallao, Edward 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1683 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bloomingcamp, Sharon 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 



this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1684 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Levy, Wendy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1685 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Asbury, Luke 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to STRONGLY urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The 

American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes 
Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest 
level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1686 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Potluru, Kate 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1687 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Redding, Beth 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:24
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1688 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Dickson, Jane 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:24
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1689 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Miranda, Faye 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:24
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1690 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Faurote, Anne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:29
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1691 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Toalson, Darlene 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:29
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1692 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rindt, Joanna 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:29
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1693 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hasty, Barbara 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:29
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1694 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bruinsma, Bill 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1695 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Redish, Maryellen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:40
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1696 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Day, Wayne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:40
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1697 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Partridge, Ron 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:45
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1698 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: schneider, mary 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:45
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Please put coastal health and the treasure it is to soul of people before profit. My young grandchildren are counting on you.

I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1699 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Cox, Donald 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1700 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Earick, Dianne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:55
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1701 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Roch-Levecq, Anne-Catherine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:55
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1702 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kasdan, Gloria 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:38:55



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1703 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Waterbury, Thad 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:39:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1704 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Balog, Ranko 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:39:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1705 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Fogarty, Dan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:39:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1706 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wilson, Barbara 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:39:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1707 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Uzdavinis, Ann 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:39:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1708 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hanna, Jeannette 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:39:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1709 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Laxen, Judy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:39:06
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1710 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lewis, Alice 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:39:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1711 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Michel, Marina 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:39:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1712 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hoff, Daniel 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:39:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1713 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Tesluk, Dawn 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:39:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1714 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ryan, Tim 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:39:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1715 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hink, Lani 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:39:33
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1716 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: King, Jacqueline 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:39:33
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1717 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lebrato, Mary 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. Please 
do not give up the special nature areas regardless of what merely economic interests or justifications are presented to you! 
Thank you in advance for honoring the nations original intentions to preserve part of our heart and soul through the protection of 
nature! 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1718 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cady, Drew 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I have been to Pt.Reyes many times over the years and each time I realize what a gem this country has in this wildlife preserve. 

To allow the commercialization of these lands would be a tragedy and one more step toward the abandonment of our natural 
environments in favor of short term gains. I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness 
next year as long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future 
generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish 
spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular 
national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to 
commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1719 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kohler, Nancy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:39:46
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1720 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: aNSON, gINA 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:39:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1721 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lee, Randall 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:56:30
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1722 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Vayssieres, Marc 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:56:35
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1723 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Linam, Stephanie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:56:40
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1724 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Habegger, Sue 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:56:46
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1725 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Armstrong, Dan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:56:46
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1726 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Geare, Dave 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:56:46
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1727 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sepos, Charles 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:56:46
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1728 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wigton, Kim 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:56:51
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1729 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Phillips, Paula 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:56:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1730 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Jacobs, Jennifer 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:56:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1731 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Reinero, Renee 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:56:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1732 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lunsford, Jimmie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:56:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1733 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Speed, Jim 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:57:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1734 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Reinero, Renee 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:57:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1735 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: mccoy, maureen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:57:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1736 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Haley, John 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:57:02



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1737 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Crowell, John 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:57:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1738 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sigler, Teri 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:57:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1739 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Regan, Marilyn 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:57:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1740 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Heck, Nancy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:57:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1741 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Stemke, Jenessa 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:57:31
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1742 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Dir, Beverly 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:57:35
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1743 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wright, Ian 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:57:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1744 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Yoshimoto, Hiroko 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:57:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1745 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Small, Aaron 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:57:41
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1746 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sovinee, Rudy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:57:46
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1747 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Nelson, James 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:57:46
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1748 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Quinn, Michael 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:57:46
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1749 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Harris, Stephen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

Our children rightly expect us to protect and preserve pristine areas for future generations. Local special interests must not be 
allowed to corrupt our coastal landscape. Beauty belongs to our progeny. 

Stephen L. Harris 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1750 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Weiland, Elizabeth 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

This is typical of the way those charged with protecting the environment loose when they try and be reasonable. Instead of 
preparing these past years for the eventual closure of the commercial shellfish operation, the owners have operated with the goal 
of staying put no matter what the original conditions were. Enforce the laws and policies that protect our only marine wilderness 
- the owners/operators of the shellfish operation have been more than fairly accomodated. Nothing has changed over the years to 
warrant the continuation of this commercial activity. Stand up for the public trust! 

Thank you for your consideration. Point Reyes is a miracle of conservation. Its beauty and majesty are America to us. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. and Mrs. Frederick L. Weiland 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1751 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Miranda, Michelle 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:57:51
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1752 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hack, Todd 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:57:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1753 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Murdock, Lauren 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1754 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Haranzo, Kathy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1755 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Thatcher, Jeanne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1756 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Vance, Wade 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1757 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Manno, Devin 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:07



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1758 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Amador, Nicole 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1759 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Salerno, Lou 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1760 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hack, Todd 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1761 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Snyder, Todd 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1762 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Starzel, Mary Beth 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1763 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Layh, Jason 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1764 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Salomon-Bryant, Carol 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

PA-LEASE!!! 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1765 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ledet, Shawn 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1766 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Alan, Scott 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:24
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1767 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hubacek, Richard 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1768 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Berlinguette, Paul 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:33
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1769 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Manos Bocek, Christina 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:33
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1770 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Legaroff, Kyra 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1771 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Castle, William 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:37
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1772 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kuhns, Doris 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1773 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Seelig, Erica 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1774 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Monroe, James 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1775 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gorenfeld, Will 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1776 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Schad-Siebert, Simone 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:49
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1777 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: MacFarlane, Nancy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:58:49
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1778 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hammond, Marcella 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1779 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Pope, Stina 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I live on the West Coast. We need this.I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next

year as long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future 
generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish 
spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular 
national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to 
commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1780 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: BRADLEY, JULIET 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1781 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Turrentine, Rogers 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:10
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 



commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1782 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Braun, Ada 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:10
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to respectfully urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. 

The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes
Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest
level of protection as Congress long-intended. 

As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I respectfully urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes 
Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1783 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Banister, Kathelee 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1784 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ward, Lori & Sean 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 



commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1785 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bass, Mary 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:20
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1786 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Madsen, Loren 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:21
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1787 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sushman, Israel 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1788 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Warren, Frank And Mary Jo 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1789 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Buckett, Susana 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:31
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1790 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Garner, Deborah 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:31
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1791 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: nelson, gloria 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:37
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1792 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Barile, Jeff 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:37
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1793 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Fenley, Virginia 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:41
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1794 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Penman, Diana 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

Isn't it time that humans take responsibility of considering and preserving the natural life and wildlife communities that exhist 
right beside us? Humans are not the only inhabitants on this planet. Harmony must exhist for the balance of life to be preserved. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1795 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Stegeman, John 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1796 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Haslam, Gerald & Janice 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1797 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Weinberg, Henry 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual



Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:52
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1798 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Barrows, Colin 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1799 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Parreira, Stephanie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks as well as other protected 
areas, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these 
special places. Areas such as these should be protected to the fullest. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1800 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Weiden, Cheryl 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 20:59:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form



Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1801 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Switzer, Matt 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:00:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1802 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cobb, Dan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:00:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1803 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lee, Richard 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:00:04
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 



protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1804 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gottfried, Toby 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:00:04
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I have enjoyed many hours bird watching in the peace and quiet of the Drakes Estero. I am writing to urge the National Park 

Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's 
only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds 
stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As 
someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and 
succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1805 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Akerson, Garret 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:00:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1806 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bee, Susan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:00:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1807 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hiestand, Nancy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:00:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: As a frequent visitor to Pt. Reyes, I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year 

as long-intended. Commercialization has no business here. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine 
wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, 
harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who 
enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special 
interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1808 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kaiser, Ron 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:00:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1809 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ko, Caroline 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:00:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1810 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Madden, James 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:00:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1811 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Coury, Bruce 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:00:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1812 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Shanahan, Timothy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:00:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1813 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cheeseman, Gail 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:00:24
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1814 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rubin, Michael 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:00:24
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1815 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kelly, Timothy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:00:35
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1816 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Patterson, William 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

My Grandfather bought a house in Inverness years ago and I have been going there since the 1940s. I have watched with dismay 
the dairy farmers on Point Reyes steadily increase the plowing and grazing intensity of the natural habitat there until now most 
of the area is just overgrazed and plowed up farmland, just like California's Central Valley. One butterfly species that used to 
swarm in the meadows has been on the endangered species list for years. I strongly believe that even if the Harbor Seals are not 
threatened by the commercial oyster operation; just as with the dairy farms, many other species are. 

I recently attended an event in Point Reyes Station where no one spoke up for wilderness or the natural environment. I urge you 
to protect the natural environment of Drakes Estero and then work on the much larger problem of the dairies. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

William D. Patterson 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1817 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Reade, Lorraine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:00:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1818 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Phares, Ann 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual



Received: Nov,07,2011 21:00:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1819 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Carrillo, Richard 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:00:46
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1820 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mccready, Tamara 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:00:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1821 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Weishaus, Kent 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:00:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 



public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1822 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Peters, Diane 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:01:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1823 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Jordan, Thomas 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:01:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1824 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Villanueva, Jacquie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:01:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1825 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Petrulias, Linda 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:01:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1826 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Dworak, Michelle 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:01:06
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Please help to preserve part of the natural ecosystem of California. I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect

Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine 
wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, 
harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who 
enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special 
interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1827 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Backey, Joan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:01:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1828 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: golsh, steve 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:01:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1829 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Flebotte, Katharine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:01:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1830 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Jacobson, Brian 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:01:17
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1831 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: kashtan, Yannai 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:01:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1832 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Prentiss, Eleanor 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:01:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1833 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hotchkiss, Laurence 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:01:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1834 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Anderson, Patricia 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:01:29
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1835 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: RICE, LINDA 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:01:29
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1836 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Berger, Julia 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:01:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1837 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Smart, Bobbi-Lee 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:01:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1838 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mallett, Michael 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:01:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1839 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lim, Genny 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Save our coasts! Enough damage has been done to our natural environment. It's time we reverse the trend of devastation and 

preserve what nature has bestowed as for posterity. Protect Point Reyes' seashore. Drakes Estero has been polluted long enough
by the shellfish industry now it's time to restore it to its natural state for marine life to flourish and natural wildlife to return. 

Please do not allow the oyster factory to continue beyond its 2012 deadline. 

Sincerely yours, Genny 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1840 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: TOOBERT, MICHAEL 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:01:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1841 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Berruezo, Marcy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:01:44
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1842 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Reynolds, Linda 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. I have
watched for 30 years the slow destruction of so much of our once clean coastal waterways. Please return Drakes Estero to its 
natural beauty without the continuation of the commercial shellfish business. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1843 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hanilton, Melody 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:01:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1844 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bolle, Tim 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:01:55
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1845 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Halbritter, Terry 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1846 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Brosh, Linda 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1847 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Nudelman, Betty 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:06
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1848 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Martinson, Tim 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1849 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Owens, Marianne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1850 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bearden, Jim 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1851 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hemmert, Joan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1852 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Armendarez, Elisabeth 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1853 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Raynor, Margaret 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:27
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1854 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Crum, Bob 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Yes you can so here's hoping that you will! 

I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1855 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Olsen, Ivan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:31
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1856 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kozyk, Julie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1857 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Habiby, Greg 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1858 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Aherin, Monty 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:41



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1859 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Parker, Margaret 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1860 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: N/A, Danielle 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:45
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 

Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative. 

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience. 

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy. 

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

Thank you for your time. 



Correspondence ID: 1861 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Fahrner, Rita 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1862 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Egolf, Jeffrey 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1863 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Thompson, Craig 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1864 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Martinez, Michele 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:49
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1865 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hermann, Birgit 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1866 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mayer, Richard 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Having the good fortune to live in northern California for the last 35 years I am writing to urge the National Park Service to

protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only 
marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone 
who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to 
special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1867 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Tomnitz, Patty 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual



Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:54
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1868 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cuttler, Lucille 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:54
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1869 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Skelton, Julie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:02:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1870 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Alldis, Janis 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 



public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1871 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Allen, Arden 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1872 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Palmieri, Chris 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1873 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Williams, John & Juile 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1874 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Waters, Kristine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1875 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mc Garr, Arthur & Annette 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:20
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1876 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Eater, Lloyd 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:20
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1877 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Barnes, Sheila 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:20
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1878 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Allen, Caitlin 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:21
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1879 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Penniman, Vivian 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1880 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hill, Dawn 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:30
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1881 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Parenti, Amy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:30
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1882 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hilsinger, James 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:31
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1883 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Richards, Jacob 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1884 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Woodard, Sharis 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:41
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1885 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wright, Steven 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:41
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1886 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Patterson, Ross 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:46
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1887 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gardner, Vicki 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. As a 
wildlife rehabilitator I know that this type of area is sorely needed for the health and reproduction of our famous and beloved 
wildlife. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1888 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hunnicutt, Roger 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:52
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1889 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Harden, Joan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1890 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gamble, Adele 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1891 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Buckley, Ryan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:03:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1892 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kovacs, Natalie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:04:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1893 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kerley, Rachel 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:04:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1894 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Grimson, Martha 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: As a California native, avid birder and lifelong appreciators of Point Reyes National Seashore, I am concerned and alarmed by

the prospect that a 36 year mandate to this oyster company is about to be overturned. 35 years is more than adequate time for
them to prepare for a change of venue. 

I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

There is still time to protect this natural treasure so that generations to come may enjoy this very special place.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 



this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1895 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ristig, Michael 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:04:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1896 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Daley, Darren 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:04:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1897 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Brouwer, Froukje 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:04:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1898 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gaffikin, Lynne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:04:21
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1899 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kincheloe, George 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:04:21
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1900 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hall, Garth 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: The National Park Service is considering approval of a long-term lease for ongoing oyster farming in Drakes Estero. I urge the 

Service to end the current oyster farming lease and return the estuary to its original conditions as far as possible. 

Although I live in Palo Alto, some 90 miles from Drakes Estero, I visit it each year and regard it as the northern coast's most 
important estuary in terms of bird and marine life. The oyster farming detracts from its natural condition. The economic value of 
the oyster farming does not compare with the benefits of restoring the estuary to its natural condition. 

Please end the oyster farming lease at earliest opportunity, 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1901 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Maufer, Thomas 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:04:27
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1902 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rowe, Susan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:04:27
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1903 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: West, Mary 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:04:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1904 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Johnson, Lainie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:04:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1905 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lehrer, Richard 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:04:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1906 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Esneault, Jeanne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:04:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1907 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Agudelo, Mario 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:04:54
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1908 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Driscoll, Michele 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. 

I write as a native and long-term resident of California's north coast. Like so many others, I am a person whose soul is sustained 
by this place. I know it well, from many hikes and rambles. We can easily limit our oyster intake, but cannot replace the world's 
last wild places. 

The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes
Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest 
level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1909 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Prochazka, Penelope 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:05:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1910 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Haber, Kathy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:05:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1911 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sittinger, Jackie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:05:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1912 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Schweitzer, Melanie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:05:10
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1913 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Draeger, Ramona 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:05:10
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1914 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: King, Kenneth 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:05:10
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1915 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Covell, Sandi 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:05:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1916 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Much, Dennis 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:05:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1917 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Murphey, James 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I have been going to Pt. Reyes, Tomales Bay, Drakes Bay and estero and the rest of the National Seashore for several decades 
(i.e. since the 1960s). Protect and save it...don't let it get screwed up! 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1918 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Daugherty, Randall 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:05:20
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1919 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Coco, Tressa 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:05:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1920 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ballen, Lee 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:05:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1921 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Espinosa, Robert 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:05:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1922 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Roussel, Scott 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:05:37
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1923 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Thonson, Carla 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:05:37
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1924 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Price, Tyler 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:05:42
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1925 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rosenblum, Stephen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:05:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1926 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Yost, Donald 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:05:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1927 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Moore, Travis 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:05:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1928 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Neary, Eamonn 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:05:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1929 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bough, Romana 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:05:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1930 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Krishna, Sudhir 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1931 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rouse, Kayla 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form



Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. We 
must think long-term. The eternal protection of Point Reyes has infinitely more value than the short term economic gain of an 
oyster factory. Please balance the needs of the environment with human want. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1932 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Adler, Christopher 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:06:04
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1933 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Salmon, William 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:06:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1934 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Martin, Frances 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:06:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 



public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1935 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Speidel, Barbara 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:06:10
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1936 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Radatz, Martha 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:06:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1937 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Brodie, Ricki 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:06:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1938 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mccamon, Liz 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:06:21
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1939 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Godzich, Mika 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:06:21
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1940 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hughes, Kimberly 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:06:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1941 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cuthbertson, Deirdra 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

Throughout my children's growing years, we visited this awesome area regularly! My kids learned as we picnicked, threw 
frisbees, walked OUR many dogs, scoping out the wildlife, looking for seashells, hiking along admiring the beauty of the wild! 

It is HIGH PRIORITY that these wild places throughout OUR United States be protected!! 'all can start here!! 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1942 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ezekiel, Joshua 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:06:37
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1943 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Degraff, Rob 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:06:42
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1944 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Flatmo, Carol 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:06:42
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1945 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Melrose, john 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:06:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1946 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Knox, Elena 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:06:52
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1947 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Crespin, George 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:06:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1948 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hill, Carol 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:06:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1949 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kies, Ava 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:06:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1950 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Collingnon-Harvath, Claudia 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:06:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1951 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Copp, Mary Lou 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:07:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1952 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Chinn, Karen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:07:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1953 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Guffin, Bascom 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:07:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1954 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Dekleermaeker, Paul 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:07:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1955 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Siiteri, Kati 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:07:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1956 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Roome, Adrianna 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:07:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1957 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Shah, Parag 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:07:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1958 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ross, Nancy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:07:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1959 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Klinger, Karen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:07:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1960 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Aiken, Edwin 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:07:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1961 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gerber, Richard 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:07:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1962 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mccloud, Kalyn 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:07:24
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1963 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Boyer, Karma 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:07:24
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1964 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Caminiti, June 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:07:30
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1965 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Seewester, Frank 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:07:30
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1966 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Dimatteo, Richard 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:07:33
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Being intimately familiar with Point Reyes, I must ask the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year

as long-intended. The American public has a right to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future 
generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a unique wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish 
spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular 
national parks, this place in particular, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests 
seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1967 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wells, George 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:26:40
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1968 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ruff, Dale 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual



Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

The more crowded the world becomes, the more important are wilderness areas, both for human sanity and to preserve the rich 
natural environment. 

Wilderness is to development as silence is to speech. In order for sound to be understandable, it must emerge from silence. In 
order for human sanity in a crowded world to survive, it must be able to be renewed in the wilderness. 

Our wilderness areas protect us from barrenness; we must return the gift of wild areas by protecting them, for ourselves and our 
grandchildren and all generations. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1969 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bhend, Ingrid 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:26:40
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1970 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Robinson, Karen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:26:40
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1971 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Barbosa, Linda 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

The commercial oyster industry knew there location would be coming to an end. If they are allowed to change this long planned
action it willl weaken protection for other areas. 

Thank you for keeping our National Parks the property of the people 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1972 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Shimabukuro~serotta, L. 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:10
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1973 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: St. John, Rick 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:10
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1974 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: hasenick, carol 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: While I can understand the oyster I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year

as long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future 
generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish 
spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular 
national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to 
commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1975 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bell, Peter 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1976 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: McGlynn, Martina 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1977 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Klein, Richard 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1978 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Konar, Deborah 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1979 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hickey, Daniel 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1980 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Stratton, Jewels 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1981 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Perez, Olga 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1982 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Todd, Debra 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 1983 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wescott, Pari 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1984 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Branstetter, Kevin 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1985 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Henry, John 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1986 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Mayer, Joseph 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1987 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Glahn, Catherine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:45
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1988 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Patton, Steve 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:45
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1989 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Spanski, Linda 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:46



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1990 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hyatt, Gregory 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:51
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1991 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hoffman, Helene 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:51
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1992 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Vivian, David 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:51
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1993 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bork, Annette 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:51
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves 

to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge 
where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress 
long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at 
Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1994 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Delerm, Sarah 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1995 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sanderson, Helen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1996 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Beckerman, Gary And Ellen Shick 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:27:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1997 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Keenan, Lauren 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:28:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1998 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Robles, Roger 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 21:28:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 1999 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cadman, Rebecca 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,07,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year. The American public deserves the 

suport of strong protections for this coastal marine wilderness. This is a rare wildlife refuge, supporting migrating birds, and 
providing harbor seals and fish with a spawning ground. It deserves to be granted the highest level of protection, as Congress
has long intended. As someone who loves our spectacular and irreplaceable national parks, I urge you to provide the best 
possible protections at Drakes Estero and not to succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize or otherwise exploit this 
unique and valuable area. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 


